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Introduction 

We are called human ‘beings,’ not human ‘doings.’  I have heard this popular 

expression many times throughout my life.  The expression is used to describe how 

people are called human beings because life is not about what people do as much as it 

is about their ‘being,’ or who people are as individuals.  This study of aid organisation 

volunteers proves that these human beings are interested in more than just ‘being;’ 

they are also interested in ‘doing.’  Aid organisation volunteers want ‘something else’ 

from their lives.  However, the concept of ‘something else’ is different for each person, 

and each person satisfies his or her needs in a different way.  Each aid organisation 

volunteer has a different reason and way of achieving their goals through the aid 

organisation. 

 

This paper discusses organisations established to help others and to meet the needs 

of people who participate in them.  This paper is about aid organisations acting as an 

agency for people’s creative quest to do ‘something else’ with their life.  Thus, the aid 

organisation is a circumstance for goal-pursuits.  Volunteers engage in formal activities 

provided by aid organisations, and in so doing, gain personal skills and experience, 

importance, and excitement.  People have a whole range of altruistic and instrumental 

motives to volunteer for an aid organisation.  While some of the volunteers use the 

organisation instrumentally for their own reasons, other volunteers dedicate their time 

to the maintenance of the organisation.  People join an aid organisation expecting the 

responsibility to help others; but they also desire some form of personal gain, 

importance, and excitement in return.  The volunteers of aid organisations actively 

pursue ‘something else’ in their lives.  Regardless of the volunteer’s goal, action and 

excitement are a requirement.  This may make volunteers of aid organisations seem 

selfish; however, aid organisations are not static objects, but rather an agency for 
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human ‘beings’ to become human ‘doings.’  Aid organisations exist because of the 

different needs from both aid recipients and the volunteers themselves.  Most human 

beings want to know that they are doing something with their life that makes a 

difference, and this study shows, however, that the ‘something’ must add excitement to 

their lives. 

 

Volunteers look for excitement in aid organisations by pursuing unique and exciting 

experiences that they can share with others.  My favourite quote from this study came 

from one volunteer as she described her aid work adventures to me.  She said, “My life 

is an open book.”  This quote summarises the attitudes and motives of the aid 

organisation volunteers in this study.  They are all looking for ‘something else’ to fill the 

pages of their life story because their lives are ‘open books.’ 

 

This paper will briefly discuss the background and context to my research, and 

describe my data collection method.  Then, the paper is split into four sections that 

explain how these aid organisation volunteers pursue their needs.  First, the paper will 

discuss the three creative quests, or motives, of volunteers to join an aid organisation: 

altruism, personal gain, and the ‘need for importance.’  Lastly, the paper will illustrate 

the overriding motive of excitement that is interwoven with each of these motives. 

 

Research Background 

The research for this study was carried out over a nine week period, beginning in mid-

July 2007.  I got a foot in the door with a local aid organisation by phoning the director 

and asking permission to conduct the research.  I had no prior connection to this aid 

organisation, to the organisation’s director, or to any of the organisation’s volunteers.  

Thus, I was considered an “outsider.”  After I explained my research, the director was 

elated to have me study the group. 

 

Meetings for this local aid organisation occurred weekly on Tuesday evenings from 

7:00PM to 9:00PM; although, the meetings often ended earlier because of a lack of 

planned activities.  In the beginning of the study, the meetings took place at a 

warehouse, and then later switched to their administration building.  The structure of 

each meeting includes weekly announcements of upcoming events and training, and 

an educational lecture or training session.  During training sessions, volunteers 

participate in a variety of activities including mock emergency situations, four-wheel 

drive training, casualty handling, missing person situations, tying knots and ropes, and 

radio communications.  Very little personal conversations exist before and after each 
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meeting, and the personal conversations usually include talk about upcoming events, 

training, or personal accomplishments within this aid organisation. 

 

At my initial meeting of the members of this group, I introduced myself and explained to 

them my desire to learn more about aid organisation volunteers.  Everyone in the 

group received the study well.  In fact, many of the volunteers were eager to help this 

aid organisation run more effectively and expressed an interest in the findings from my 

research.  Hence, interviews were willingly accepted and conversations were never 

difficult with any of the members.   

 

This organisation’s members are an equal mix of females and males, with a large 

majority of the members attending weekly meetings without the accompaniment of 

friends or family.  Members range in age from 23 to 60 years of age, although the 

majority are 35 years and older.  Most of the volunteers in this aid organisation are 

‘outdoorsy.’  They wear outdoor gear and prefer being outdoors.  For example, almost 

all of the volunteers wore some type of outdoor hiking boots, as well as other types of 

outdoor clothing for various types of climates. 

 

Data Collection 

Data were collected through intensive interviews and participant observations.  The 

first four weeks of the study, I explored the social interaction of this organisation, as 

well as the volunteer’s motives for involvement in this aid organisation.  Thus, the 

participant observation method was adequate to study the activities of the volunteers, 

while intensive interviews allowed exploration of the motives, perceptions, and desires 

of these volunteers. 

 

This study involves four participant observations of this aid organisation’s weekly 

meetings, and one participant observation of a weekend joint training session with the 

aid organisation’s other regional chapters.  Weekly meetings were mostly sedentary, 

enabling the taking of field notes.  After each observation, I typed field notes within a 

short period of time in order to more fully account what I observed; however, the 

subjective nature of my field notes is a characteristic of this study. 

 

This study also includes five intensive interviews.  The research needed in-depth 

interviews of both seasoned volunteers, as well as newer volunteers.  The first couple 

of observations gave me enough insight to determine which members were newer and 

which members had been in the organisation for a few years.  I strategically selected 
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interviewees in order to obtain a cross-section of volunteers based on age, gender, 

years volunteering, and years involved with this aid organisation.  Thus, the theories 

developed from this research are based on the perceptions and actions of a few 

representative current members.  Each interviewee chose their own interview location, 

and the interviews were between 20 and 60 minutes in duration.  Names of the 

interviewees used throughout this paper are pseudonyms in order to keep 

confidentiality and anonymity of the participants. 

 

Organisation Background & Theory Development  

Volunteer motives were a major part of this study, but the research also highlighted 

issues with the organisation’s structure over the past few years.  These issues led to 

finding the main theme of this study. 

 

This aid organisation has gone through several phases over the past few years and is 

now in a stage of restructuring.  Just a few years ago, the organisation had over fifty 

members and an effective volunteer training structure.  Currently, the volunteer 

numbers are at some of the organisation’s lowest.  The disorganisation of the weekly 

meetings has sometimes forced volunteers to sit around, making them bored and not 

excited about their goals or the goals of this aid organisation.  Aid organisation 

volunteers give their time to help others, and they are eager to get started and learn 

new things.  Accordingly, they want to be active and pursue ‘something.’  This aid 

organisation has become less-known around the city because other institutions do not 

call upon the organisation first anymore, and because the public’s trust in the abilities 

of the organisation is weakening.  Thus, the current disorganised structure of the 

weekly meetings and the organisation’s lack of prominence in the city explain why this 

aid organisation’s members have decreased.  The issues of disorganisation and lack of 

prominence are not the focus of this paper; however, these issues illustrate the 

motives of the aid organisation volunteers, which is the main focus of this paper.  This 

aid organisation’s lack of structure and decreasing prominence is the source for the 

fading of its volunteers’ opportunities for personal gain and for importance; and most 

importantly, the fading of its volunteers’ opportunities for excitement. 

 

Theory 

This organisation’s volunteers attend weekly meetings because they want to help 

others in need.  They also attend the meetings to do ‘something else’ with their lives 

that is more exciting, such as to obtain new knowledge and skills, to get involved in 

new challenges, to gain a new outlook on the world, and to meet new people.  Many 
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things motivate volunteers to participate in the activities of aid organisations.  The 

results of this study grouped these reasons into separate, but overlapping motives:  

altruism, personal gain, the need for importance, and the need for excitement.  Aid 

organisation volunteers can be motivated by any of these reasons separately, or a 

combination of any of these reasons to pursue their goals.  Aid organisation volunteers 

can be motivated by just the desire to help others; however, most of them are 

motivated by more than one pursuit. 

 

In this aid organisation, volunteers sought altruism, personal gain and the need for 

importance through the organisation.  However, the need for excitement is an 

overriding factor.  Thus, volunteers of aid organisations not only want to be altruistic, 

but they also desire a degree of personal gain and/or importance, along with 

excitement throughout the whole experience.  Figure 1 illustrates the main motives of 

aid organisation volunteers with excitement being a central focus of all volunteer 

motives. 

 

Figure 1.  Motives of aid organisation volunteers with excitement at the centre. 
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The first motive is altruism.  Most volunteers in aid organisations want to help others.  

In fact, most people would define volunteers as ‘one who gives their time to help others 

in need.’  Altruism is a major motive for involvement in an aid organisation, but this 

study shows that the motive does not always exist on its own. 

 

The second motive is personal gain.  Personal gain can take many forms: becoming 

more aware of self, becoming more global; gaining experience, education, and skills; 

socialising; and feeling better about themselves. 

 

The third motive is the need for importance.  Volunteers pursue their goals through this 

motive in several ways: having great stories to tell others; being involved in a highly-

recognised organisation; knowing they are needed and that they make a difference; 

and having the right gear to show they belong to the organisation. 

 

Lastly, the overlying motive is the need for excitement.  The volunteers need 

excitement regardless of whether their main motive is altruism, personal gain, or the 

‘need for importance.’  Excitement is an overriding factor for any of these motives. 

 

The following sections outline each of these motives in more detail.  The need for 

excitement is discussed at the end of this paper to sum up how excitement plays an 

integral part in aid organisation volunteer’s decisions and pursuits. 

 

Altruism 

Altruism is a common motive for most of this study’s respondents because of the type 

of organisation they are involved in.  An interviewee justified this by saying, “The group 

is motivated to help others. Because that’s usually a driving force behind any volunteer 

work where it’s welfare based.” 

 

Aid organisations are synonymous with altruism.  Altruism is synonymous with 

unselfishness and the care for others.  After all, welfare is the reason aid organisations 

exist.  Most volunteers in welfare based organisation are seen as altruistic, and most 

people want to help others.  Aid organisation volunteers want to be human “doings” by 

helping others and making the world a better place, or else they probably would not be 

there.  “They’d [meaning the volunteers] rather go and do it themselves and see the 

benefits of the actions,” an interviewee exclaimed.  Aid organisations attract the type of 

person who wants to be altruistic.  Thus, it came to no surprise that the volunteers of 

this aid organisation are also altruistic and want to make a difference. 
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This study illustrated that these aid organisation volunteers shared a desire to help 

others.  The desire to help others is the glue that holds this group of people together.  

These volunteers have different personalities and lifestyles, but all of them have a 

common goal to help others through this aid organisation.  They became a team 

through altruism.  A respondent put this into perspective by saying: 

The biggest thing that I can think of that everybody’s got in common 

is they want to help, and they wouldn’t be there if they wouldn’t 

because obviously they’re not getting paid for it, and it is a pretty big 

time commitment... 

 

These volunteers know they are needed by this aid organisation to make a difference.  

Aid organisations operate through their volunteers and could not survive without them.  

This aid organisation stresses the importance of and their need for their volunteers.  In 

fact, one of this aid organisation’s principles is “voluntary service,” which is illustrated in 

the organisation’s pamphlets, posters, and membership guidelines.  This aid 

organisation knows they could not operate without their volunteers.  Many of these 

volunteers would show up at the meetings every week to help the organisation operate 

and to lead the group members.  One volunteer said, “I think people are very aware 

that they’re playing a huge part that helps people, and I’m sure that that’s probably the 

number one thing.”  The volunteers want to be a part of something ‘bigger’ or 

‘something else’ in their lives and they pursue this goal by being altruistic through the 

organisation. 

 

Many of the volunteers would turn up at the meetings every week and donate a couple 

of hours of their lives to get involved with the aid organisation.  They would also donate 

some of their weekends each month.  These people would not donate their time if they 

were not interested in helping others.  These volunteers could choose to participate in 

activities that provide them an income, and yet they choose to help others for free.  

Thus, most of the study’s respondents had a degree of altruism; however, the degree 

of altruism for each respondent varies and is not always the only motive for 

involvement in this aid organisation.  In other words, many of the interviewees 

expressed that altruism is their main motive for being involved in this organisation, 

while others expressed that it is an underlying motive and that other motives weighed 

more heavily on their decision to be involved in this aid organisation.  Personal gain 

and the need for importance were the two other motives found most commonly linked 

with altruism for these volunteers. 
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Personal Gain 

The second motive is personal gain.  When I asked one volunteer what the definition of 

a volunteer is, the volunteer answered: 

A volunteer is someone who wants to give their time and commit to 

a[n] activity that will benefit someone else.  It’s benefiting someone 

else…so it’s generally a selfless option.  Oh, well that’s not true…I 

suppose to gain something out of it, but also [to] help someone else.  

So, I’d define it sort of as [a] selfish and selfless act.  So, for personal 

reasons you gain something out of it; selfless – you’re helping 

someone else... 

This quote illustrates how aid organisation volunteers usually require something in 

return.  People loose interest in altruism if there is nothing in it for them.  Aid 

organisation volunteers help others because they gain something from it, even if the 

personal gain is just ‘feeling good about themselves.’  The concept of ‘feeling good 

about themselves’ is still a personal gain.  But, the concept of personal gain should not 

be thought of in a negative way because all volunteers who help others in need get 

something in return.  One volunteer said, “…you can always take the view that you’re 

always trying to help others, but the fact is people are motivated by the return.”  All 

interviewees in this study pursued some type of personal gain, but the type of personal 

gain varied for each individual.   

 

Self-awareness is a personal gain for some of the respondents.  Several volunteers 

expressed that they found out more about themselves through the activities of the aid 

organisation.  A few of these volunteers participated in activities they would never have 

done before and would normally been uncomfortable doing.  For example, most of 

these volunteers do not four-wheel drive, but they are required to do this activity during 

some of the organisation’s activities.  This aid organisation’s activities sometimes took 

its volunteers out of their comfort zone, as seen in Angela’s response: 

…it’s different – puts me out of my comfort zone. I’ve never done 

– I’m such a girly-girl.  I never did like mechanical things, first-aid – 

it’s changing my perception of myself that I can do a whole lot of 

different new things and that is what is attractive about being a 

volunteer because you are taking yourself completely out of your 

comfort zone… 

Angela became aware that she could be taken out of her comfort zone, and that she 

could participate in activities she never thought she could do before.  She learned 

more about her own comfort zone, which increased her self-awareness. 
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Another aspect of the volunteer’s self-awareness is that some have learned to have 

confidence in themselves.  Participants described the confidence gained from their 

volunteering in the following ways: 

There’s multiple benefits for [volunteering] that have sort of made 

me aware of what I can do. 

 

I’ve learned that I can be quite calm and logical in an emergency 

situation even though my heart’s racing, and…inside I’m quaking 

and quivering, I have learnt that I can actually cope…I suppose 

it’s…personal confidence. 

Another element of self-awareness is that volunteers have learned about their own 

identity and their place in the world.  Their acknowledgement of how lucky they are and 

what they actually have is a personal gain for them.  This acknowledgement is 

highlighted in the following quote:  

…you think ‘Wow, I’ve had this incredible lucky life, and people 

are missing limbs and they have nothing – they’re so poor… 

Other volunteers expressed that their personal gain is a ‘more global view of life.’  The 

volunteers’ perception of their life in this world becomes clearer and they begin to think 

beyond their own life.  Betty justified this with the following remark: 

It really makes you reevaluate your perspective on the world…It really 

does give you a knock upside the head to wake up and think about life 

a little differently. 

Indeed, aid work gave one interviewee a “...whole new [way] of seeing the world…”  In 

fact, many of this organisation’s volunteers desire a more global involvement with the 

organisation and desire to do international work, as one interviewee highlights in this 

quote: 

…I just wanted to get more sort of global with the idea of possibly 

getting into international aid sort of stuff and I thought [this 

organisation] would be quite a good way to get into it.   

 

This volunteer truly desires a more global view of life and desires to help others.  The 

opportunity for international work through this organisation is seen as a possible 

personal gain.  The desire to do international aid is her way of doing ‘something else’ 

with her life. 

 

For other volunteers, personal gain is the opportunity to obtain an education, acquire 

experience, or learn new skills because, as one interviewee put it, “…you do get to 
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learn lots of things as a volunteer…”  The activities provided by the aid organisation, 

some of which have been previously mentioned, sometimes include educational 

aspects, such as learning to tie knots, and learning to handle casualties in disaster 

situations.  When I asked Angela what she hoped to get out of the weekly meetings, 

she answered, “More knowledge about stuff.”  Learning new things each week is what 

keeps her coming back.  Angela also said: 

I suppose you just have to keep at it if you really want to learn 

stuff and the reason why I go back is because I’ve learnt 

something each week – at least one thing.  So, that keeps me 

going. 

The volunteers are eager to participate in the training activities that involve learning 

new skills and gaining experience.  Most of them jump at the opportunity to try out a 

new technique or new equipment.  For example, volunteers eagerly pursued four-

wheel drive training.  Not only could these volunteers use this education and 

experience to help the aid organisation, but they can also use these skills in their own 

lives.  Thus, much of the training provided by the organisation is mutually beneficial for 

both the aid organisation and the volunteers, as one volunteer highlights this with the 

following: 

I know that when and if there’s an emergency, I’ll be prepared to 

provide security to myself as well and the knowledge that I can 

look after my family and my community.  

During one of the organisation’s meetings that I attended, Oscar taught the volunteers 

to secure snow chains on the aid vehicles.  In the garage, the volunteers paid close 

attention to the training, and seemed interested to learn.  In fact, no one talked much, 

except to ask questions.  Then, Oscar asked for people to come try it themselves.  “I’ll 

get out of the way, and let them play,” Oscar said as he skirted away from the truck.  

Several of the volunteers quickly went up to the aid vehicle to give it a try.   

 

A few of the volunteers want to pursue their own personal goals, and the education, 

experience and skills learned at the activities suits their needs.  Angela expressed this 

type of pursuit on a couple of occasions.  She said, “I’ve been looking for an 

organisation that would suit my needs to volunteer because that’s what I want to do.  I 

want to get some experience in my field…”  Angela knew that the organisation could 

help her achieve her personal goals; thus, the aid organisation was a good fit for her to 

do ‘something else’ with her life.   
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For some, the personal gain comes from socialising with like-minded people.  When I 

asked an interviewee what they liked about the weekly meetings, the interviewee 

responded, “I think it’s just kind of the camaraderie and just the hanging out with 

people that you know.”  The group shares one goal, altruism, which bonds the group 

together.  Many of the volunteers have known each other for a very long time and 

know each other very well; hence, the weekly meetings for these seasoned volunteers 

seems like hanging out with friends.  A few of the seasoned volunteers had a pot-luck 

to socialise with past volunteers.  This proves that the bond of the group still continues 

for some of the volunteers because they are like-minded people.  In fact, one of this 

organisation’s principles is “unity” of the group and the organisation, and one common 

bond.  Even the newer volunteers expressed how the group accepts new people.  

Betty commented that [e]verybody’s quite good at letting other people get in – showing, 

teaching” and that they became “part of the group right then and there.”  Interestingly, I 

observed very few personal conversations before, during, and after each weekly 

meeting because the conversations usually revolved around the aid organisation and 

its activities.  However, on one occasion, I overheard conversations about how many 

couples have formed from their interaction in the organisation.  In fact, I talked with one 

volunteer who is still married to a fellow volunteer. 

 

For other volunteers, personal gain is ‘feeling good about themselves’ for doing good 

deeds.  Angela illustrated this by saying, “…people feel better about themselves.  It’s 

the idea of giving things to charity.  You always get a sort of selfish ‘Yeah, I did that.  I 

feel good’.”  She also said that the activities give volunteers “a little bit of a ‘yahoo’ and 

‘good about myself’” feeling when they help somebody.”  Phil also acknowledged this 

type of personal gain by saying, “…if you’re helping someone, there’s a reward for 

yourself in that, and the feeling – it feels good.  It’s nice to see that you’re doing 

something that’s a benefit to others rather than yourself.”  Oscar expressed his 

personal gain in this way: 

I have to say I’m very selfish about it.  That’s why I’m there – 

because it makes me feel good about myself to help other people.   

The fact that these volunteers donate their time to help others makes them ‘feel good 

about themselves’ and makes them feel accomplished.  The volunteers know they help 

others and they know this aid organisation needs them.  In fact, the volunteers’ need 

for importance is another motive that is discussed in detail in the next section. 
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The Need for Importance 

Another motive for aid organisation volunteers is the need for importance.  But, for 

each individual, the need for importance is satisfied differently. 

 

For most of the volunteers, telling stories about their volunteering experiences in this 

aid organisation fills the need for importance.  Most of the interviewees had several 

stories to tell.  The stories ranged from rushing to save people from a flood to being 

able to tell others about all the different places they have been and activities they have 

done.  Aid organisation volunteers love to share their stories with others to stress the 

importance of what they have done in their lives.  For example, one respondent of this 

study said that “…while I’m doing [this organisation’s] activities, it’s really exciting and 

it’s really fun and I want to share that…”  Volunteering internationally is a great deal of 

importance to many of these volunteers, as previously mentioned, and some of these 

aid organisation volunteers seem to satisfy their importance by sharing their 

international volunteer stories.  I observed volunteers discussing the types of volunteer 

activities they had done in their lives.  Thus, aid organisation volunteers feel more 

important when they share exciting and fun stories with others; otherwise, the 

volunteers would not share their stories if they did not find them important enough to 

hear. 

 

Being involved in a highly-recognised organisation fills the need for importance for 

many of the respondents.  In fact, the prominence of the organisation is what draws 

many volunteers.  Angela remarked that “…there’s so many organisations that I 

needed one that was highly-recognised on an international spectrum.”  Out of all the 

volunteering possibilities, she chose to be involved with a highly-respected and well-

known organisation.  Angela could have chosen any organisation to volunteer with, but 

the importance of this aid organisation attracts Angela. 

 

At one weekly meeting, the new volunteers were taken on a grand tour of the 

organisation’s headquarters where all the behind-the-scenes action takes place.  I 

went with them on this tour, and I noticed that the building gave an aura of 

‘importance.’  The pictures and embellishments all over the building seemed to scream 

‘importance’ to those who worked there.  I also noticed that the new volunteers on the 

tour were quiet and listened to every detail about the operations of the aid organisation 

because they wanted to know all about this prominent organisation.  In a training 

building of another chapter of this aid organisation a wall-unit contains the medals and 

awards attained by this prominent organisation throughout the years.  These medals 
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and awards are showcased to remind the volunteers of the importance of this aid 

organisation to the local community and internationally.  Maintaining and protecting the 

reputation of this aid organisation is important to all involved.  During one weekly 

meeting, Phil led a lecture on the principles of this aid organisation.  “We have to be 

seen to be squeaky clean,” he said as he discussed how the organisation’s activities 

and volunteers should act and look in public view.   

 

Figure 2 shows a picture from an aid organisation’s pamphlet.  The picture sums up 

the ‘importance’ that many volunteers give to aid organisations.  The fact that this 

image is in the organisation’s information pamphlet shows that the organisation 

acknowledges its international distinction, and uses this ‘importance’ to attract 

volunteers who have ‘the need for importance.’  The aid organisation has prominence 

all over the world, and this distinction is ‘important’ to volunteers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The importance of being associated with a highly-recognised aid 

organisation. 

 

I observed an example of volunteers’ ‘need for importance’ in this study’s aid 

organisation when the newer volunteers got fitted for their uniforms.  They were elated, 

to say the least.  In fact, a couple of the newer volunteers could not stop chatting and 

giggling about their new gear and uniforms.  The fact that they were officially part of 

this highly-recognised organisation was important to them.  Volunteers’ ‘need for 

importance’ is sometimes filled by having the right gear to complete tasks and to show 
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that they belong to an aid organisation.  For example, the volunteers could be heard on 

many occasions talking about outdoor gear they had just purchased.  Also, almost all 

the volunteers attend each meeting wearing some type of outdoor boots and outdoor 

clothing as if they are prepared for any task at any second.  Thus, having the right type 

of gear shows that they belong to the organisation and that they have the ‘look of 

importance’ to complete their tasks. 

 

At a weekend training event, I heard Emma laughing loudly.  I asked her what she was 

laughing about.  She said, “People always stop to see where the [aid organisation’s] 

Land Rover is going when we go into small towns.”  This aid organisation’s vehicle 

looks official and important with all the gear stacked on its roof rack, as shown in 

Figure 3.  The vehicle definitely stands out when it drives into small towns.  Emma 

remarked that “People seem to think we’re doing a relief effort in the city, or there was 

a disaster in their city...”  Emma’s remark exemplifies how many people outside this aid 

organisation hold the organisation in high-regard, especially when the public sees their 

aid vehicle pull into town.  Hence, the organisation’s volunteers satisfy their ‘need for 

importance’ by being involved with an organisation that they know other people 

respect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The ‘look of importance’ of an aid organisation emergency vehicle. 

 

In some of the stories told by the volunteers, the prominence of the organisation gave 

them a sense of importance from helping others.  One of the aid organisation’s 

volunteers told a story from one of her volunteering experiences that highlights the 

importance of the aid organisation across the world: 
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... [The aid recipients] know that [the organisation] is here for all 

the right reasons.  That we’ll help them, that they’re safe within 

these walls.  So, it just does cross boundaries.  It’s amazing. 

The fact that this aid organisation is well-known around the world adds importance to 

the deeds and conduct of its volunteers.  Indeed, the operating principles of this aid 

organisation, some of which have been previously mentioned, are of utmost 

importance to all involved.  Two of my five observations had a lecture dedicated to 

teaching the volunteers these principles.  These principles exist to keep the 

organisation at high distinction and prominence in the public’s eye.  A volunteer said “I 

think [the organisation] is an absolutely amazing organisation.  They are dictated by 

their philosophy.”  So, for many of the volunteers, these distinct principles are the main 

reason they got involved in this prominent aid organisation.   

 

Most volunteers need to know that their skills and knowledge are important to the aid 

organisation, and that they make a difference.  Volunteers know that they do not have 

to volunteer their time and that they can leave the aid organisation whenever they 

wish.  So, when an aid organisation does not make the volunteer feel ‘important,’ the 

volunteer does not want to stay with the organisation.  This sentiment is expressed by 

one volunteer in this way: 

…if I’m a volunteer and I’m giving my time and I want to support 

[the organisation], I don’t want someone from a national level 

coming through and saying we [meaning the volunteers] have to 

do this – because it’s not my job. 

Another example of volunteers’ importance to aid organisations occurred when this aid 

organisation told a few of its experienced volunteers that they would have to start at 

the bottom of the organisation’s qualifications ladder.  This did not sit well with them 

because the volunteers want their time to be valuable and valued by the aid 

organisation.  The new qualifications and requirements did not give the volunteers the 

feeling of value and ‘importance’ because these volunteers had to start at the bottom, 

despite their experience.  Another observation yielded a funny story about a petite 

volunteer who was used as the ‘victim’ several times in one evening’s training 

activities.  The individual seemed unsatisfied because he wanted to get involved in the 

training rather than acting as the ‘victim’ in the training situation.  Indeed, the 

importance of his contribution to the organisation was lost for him that night. 

 

Sometimes the ‘need for importance’ to the organisation is satisfied through leading 

the group or sharing knowledge.  While some volunteers were happy to watch and 
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learn, other volunteers desired more importance in the organisation itself.  This 

‘importance’ is sought by helping with the operations of the organisation or leading the 

group.  Several of this aid organisation’s volunteers are keen to teach others.  For 

example, at a weekly meeting, the aid organisation received new equipment, and a few 

of the volunteers were eager to learn the new equipment in order to teach the other 

volunteers.  A few of the volunteers seemed to feel more ‘important’ if they learned the 

equipment or techniques before the other volunteers; but, in the end, these volunteers 

shared their knowledge with others.   

 

The Need for Excitement 

Excitement is an overriding theme throughout the other motives for attending the 

weekly meetings of the aid organisation.  The ‘need for excitement’ became vividly 

clear at one of this aid organisation’s weekly meetings.  The leaders of the group 

asked for volunteers to operate the first aid for an upcoming local marathon.  Many of 

the volunteers avoided eye contact with the leaders, and no one raised their hand to 

help.  Then, the group leaders asked who would participate in the upcoming four-wheel 

drive training event.  Everyone quickly raised their hand.   

 

As mentioned in the beginning of this paper, human ‘beings’ also desire to be human 

‘doings.’  Volunteers get involved in aid organisations because they want to do 

‘something else’ with their lives and make a difference in the world.  They do not want 

to sit around and let opportunities pass them by.  They would rather be active and do 

something that does not bore them.  If a volunteer is bored, even if the person is 

helping others, the volunteer is unlikely to continue to help for very long.  Volunteers 

will move on to more exciting activities to pursue their needs.  Thus, the need for 

excitement is weaved throughout the whole volunteer experience.  I found that the 

degree of excitement is different for each individual; however, none of the three 

motives seemed to matter if the volunteer did not realise some level of excitement. 

 

Excitement is seen throughout the altruism aspect of these volunteers’ motives.  

Several volunteers commented about how they liked the adrenaline rush and 

excitement from helping others.  Involvement in an aid organisation may seem 

synonymous with the excitement for helping others; but, these volunteers definitely get 

a buzz out of altruism.  A couple of volunteers cleverly put this theory into their own 

words: 
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[The volunteers] won’t tell you that they’re there for their adrenaline 

rush, but, um, that’s part of being a volunteer, especially for an aid 

organisation. 

 

I like a little bit of excitement and adventure, as well as the helping.  

Yeah, the helping’s definitely important, but I do get a buzz out of it 

as well...  

 

Excitement came through in the volunteers’ desire for personal gain, too.  The 

volunteers want something different in their lives and they want to be active.  I 

observed their ‘boredom’ on several occasions at the beginning of the weekly 

meetings.  The volunteers were eager to gain knowledge, training, and experience, 

and the group would take a while to get the meeting started.  One volunteer was bored 

with “…the first about 15 minutes when [they] don’t do anything” and said “…I really 

want to get into it.”  This same feeling was acknowledged by another interviewee who 

said: 

In a way it’s a bit frustrating to think ‘Oh, I’ve got to sit here for 

about fort-five minutes while they talk about some administration 

stuff.’  Where as I’m just eager eared to be trained and really get 

into the meat of it because I feel like I really want to learn.   

 

Along these lines, some volunteers said that some of the volunteer activities provided 

by the organisation were boring.  The boredom with meetings is sometimes a problem 

with the lecture-type weekly meetings.  “If they’re [meaning the volunteers] not 

interested, they’ll just waffle off,” said Phil.  If volunteers are bored with the activities of 

the aid organisation, despite the opportunity for personal gain, they will see no need to 

continue their involvement.  The opportunity for personal gain must be exciting to catch 

the volunteer’s attention.  Despite my observations of the group’s boredom on a few 

occasions, overall, interviewees seem excited about the variety of activities provided 

by this aid organisation.  Volunteers can move on to other types of tasks if they 

become bored.  Even some of the routine activities, such as cleaning out the garage 

and organising blankets and aid packages, became exciting to the volunteers because 

they all had to work together to improve the operation of this aid organisation. 

 

Excitement also comes from opportunities of personal gain in the aspect of overcoming 

fears and self-discovery.  The excitement of a challenge draws the volunteers to 

participate in this aid organisation.  They are excited that they will be doing activities 
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they would not normally do.  My first ‘barfing’ sound in an interview came from this 

respondent: 

…if I’m a volunteer at a first aid duty and something happens, my 

adrenaline’s pumping because I don’t like blood.  And it’s like… 

[The volunteer makes a barfing sound].  I’ve got a bit of adrenaline 

to help me through this. 

This respondent realised that she could overcome her fears and overcome challenges 

when she put her mind to it.  These accomplishments, self-discoveries, and revelations 

were exciting to her, and were possible through the activities of this aid organisation.   

 

For some volunteers, excitement is being in their element, such as being outdoors or 

organising events.  So, the environment of the organisation’s activities provides 

excitement for some individuals.  Two separate interviewees justified this concept with 

the following: 

I think actually the most fun I’ve ever had volunteering and 

because it’s a personal interest anyhow, is setting up art 

exhibitions to raise funds.  I love doing that…I mean if you said to 

me tomorrow would you help me set up an art exhibit, I’d take a 

day off work.  

 

Personally, I just find marathons boring.  It’s also the environment.  

I mean I’m much more of an outdoorsy person.  I’d much rather be 

up in Goat’s Pass watching runners pass than standing in Hagley 

Park and watching runners pass.  It’s the environment. 

These volunteers expressed that they were more excited about certain activities in the 

aid organisation if the activities put them in their preferred environment and in their 

preferred element.  For some aid organisation volunteers, leading the organisation 

provides a level of excitement because these volunteers are in their own element of 

helping people through leadership.  As previously illustrated, a few of this 

organisation’s volunteers love to organise the training for the group and are very keen 

to lead the organisation to better endeavours. 

 

Volunteers get excited about being in their preferred element as much as they get 

excited about doing certain activities and being involved in certain events.  I asked one 

volunteer why certain activities in the aid organisation were not pursued by the 

volunteers as ardently as other activities.  The volunteer said, “Because the duties 

aren’t pretty enough.  They’re not the sort of things that they want to be doing.”  Thus, 
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altruism in aid organisations is not the only motive that keeps volunteers active.  But, 

not only do the activities need to be exciting, but the events the volunteers’ participate 

in must also be exciting.  In other words, the volunteers want to take part in ‘bigger,’ 

more exciting events rather than smaller unheard of events.  In fact, several 

interviewees told me stories about one big event, in particular, that was well-known all 

over the country.  People came from all over the world to participate and volunteer in 

this big event.  This aid organisation’s volunteers associate their involvement in this big 

event with excitement in their lives.   

 

The motive of excitement also applies to these volunteers’ ‘need for importance.’  In 

other words, the importance of being associated with this highly-recognised aid 

organisation gives them a sense of excitement.  “[W]hile I’m doing [the aid 

organisation’s] activities, it’s really exciting and it’s really fun and I want to share 

that…” This volunteer was excited about being involved with an organisation that many 

people know about.   

 

For others, excitement combines with their ‘need for importance’ when they share 

stories with others about what they accomplish and the challenges they pursue.  At 

weekly meetings, I noticed that volunteers’ conversations were usually about the aid 

organisation itself, or other aid activities they previously pursued.  The volunteers want 

to hear about the excitement of other volunteer’s experiences in other aid 

organisations, exciting environments, or exciting situations.  One interviewee said: 

If they know that they’ve completed a duty the weekend before, 

and it’s a new one, such as ‘mountain life and challenge,’ which is 

the big mountain bike one, four-wheel drive upgrades, which was 

a new one for us this year.  ‘What was that like?’  ‘Was it cool?  

Was it gory?’…It has to be in that exciting context. 

Telling exciting stories to other volunteers in this organisation is as important as 

sharing exciting stories with people outside this aid organisation.  People share stories 

with others because they feel that their stories are important and exciting enough to 

need to tell others.  For example, Oscar excitedly recalled this story from one of his 

volunteer experiences in this aid organisation when a victim fell off a cliff: 

I used the helicopter…and…picked up the doctor, and we took off 

into the Alps to pick up the guy…and we got him out!  And that 

was really great because, well, firstly the guy was my partner from 

a previous rescue [laughing].  He had had an injury.  But, it was 

also how it happened.  The helicopter was sort of left on one skid.  
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We were balanced working under the ropes, etc.  It just had a 

good feel of excitement about it. 

Aid organisation volunteers are excited when they complete a task successfully, and 

this excitement of their success is heard in many of their stories.  In fact, the exciting 

stories told by others drew many of these volunteers to this aid organisation in the first 

place.  Friends told many of these volunteers about their adventures, challenges, and 

fun in the aid organisation.  These stories of excitement appealed to the volunteers and 

enticed them to pursue their ‘need for excitement.’ 

 

In the end, regardless of the volunteers’ degree of altruism, their need for personal 

gain, and their desire for importance, these volunteers expressed a need for 

excitement.   

 

Conclusion 

Aid organisations are synonymous with altruism; however, humans actively pursue the 

concept of ‘something else’ in their lives.  Thus, the aid organisation is an agency for 

volunteers’ goal pursuits and the volunteers attend weekly meetings to pursue 

‘something else’ in their lives.  Volunteers pursue their goals in their own unique ways 

and have their own motives for attending the weekly meetings.  For some, the motive 

is to be altruistic.  For others, the motive is to gain personal knowledge, skills, and 

experience.  For some volunteers, the motive is to gain importance in the organisation, 

with their own identity, or in the world.  However, it is not uncommon for many aid 

organisation volunteers to pursue these goals simultaneously.  Most importantly, the 

aid organisation volunteers are motivated by excitement.  They want something 

different from their daily lives.  They want to make a difference; but, without 

excitement, volunteers will donate their time elsewhere.  This may explain why this 

study’s aid organisation has lost members.  Aid organisations must promote altruism, 

personal gain, importance, and excitement, or volunteers will not consider the 

organisation to be an attractive volunteer option. 

 

Volunteers’ excitement can come in the form of personal gain and accomplishments, 

and from self-importance and justification that the individual is needed by the aid 

organisation.  Excitement can also come in the form of adrenaline from being altruistic 

and knowing that the individual has helped those in need.   
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These aid organisation volunteers gave me insight into the altruistic, experienced, 

important, and exciting lives these individuals pursue.  I came to the conclusion that 

the one volunteer I quoted in the introduction of this paper was absolutely correct.  Life 

is an open book, and the altruism, personal gain, importance and excitement from the 

volunteers’ involvement in this aid organisation has added a unique chapter to their 

lives! 


